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1. What is DHA ? 

“DHA” means Digital Haptic Actuator, is a new innovative haptic actuator. 

 It can generate real impact like drum beats. 

 Also it can generate vibration but more vivid than vibration motor(ERM or LRA). 

 DHA is not resonant actuator, not Linear actuator.  There is no physical spring in DHA. 

 DHA is motor based technology and patented. 

Unique Advantages 

 ㆍAble to generate both impact (shock) and vibration haptics   

 ㆍDigitally controllable haptic impact in numbers, timing and frequency    

 ㆍIndependently controllable haptic vibration in magnitude and frequency  

 ㆍWide range of vibration frequency (0 ~ 200Hz or more) 

 ㆍVarious form-factors: the same as motors      
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● Existing Vibration Motors 

● DHA (Digital Haptic Actuator)   

√ ‘brrrr  or  ‘buzzing sound’ 

√ Simple feeling by conventional rumbling only 

√ Not enough for variety contents  

Same strength at fixed frequency 
Strength tied by frequency 

 ‘bang~ bang~ bang~’ knock,knock.knock 

 Impact Haptic as Drumbeat like 

 Controllable of timing, number, strength of 

impact 

 brrr~, ting ting ting~,  

 Conventional Vibration generating  

Single Haptic (Digitalized) 

Vibrating : Controllable of freq. and strength 

2. Unique differences of DHA™  
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GND 

V+ 

Signal from processor 

 The single/multiple impact feedbacks    

- Real impact touch of sense, similar to a drumbeat   
- Single, multiple and continual impacts  
- Impact durability : Min. 30Million times continuously impact      

 Innovative actuator DHA showing a real impact feedback as well as rumbling vibration      

 The vibration     

- More vivid vibration than that of ERM (eccentric rotating mass)  
- Inertial  vibration 
- Wide range with 0~500 ips   
- Human friendly touch sense at 40~100 Hz 

 Programmable haptics       

 Easy Connection and Control       

-    Magnitude, frequency and generating number controllable by frequency  & duty of high/low signals 

-    Three lead wires (V+, GND, pulse signal) connection 

-    No need special drive IC 

3. Key Features of DHA™  

- Combination of impacts and vibrations with various magnitude 
and frequency 

- Haptic pattern design for programmable feedback 
     Haptic UI system building 
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Installed DHA on the seat, Haptic feedback can be  designed, 

 

1. To provide different sense according to the situation of danger  

     - Different haptic feedback alarm, according to lane deviation, center line 

       crossing, and entry into a no-driving zone, or notice for maintenance etc. 

       ( Example video : https://acturonix.tistory.com/20 ) 

2.  To indicate  urgency of danger or warning  

 

3. For Anti-drowsiness or wake-up from drowsiness 

 

4. To be able to Haptic UI for the disabled 

   - By configuring haptic patterns, it is possible to provide information to the disable people 

 

5. To provides a more vivid and realistic experience for enjoying  infortainment contents, such as VR, games, movies, etc. 

 

6. To feel the drum beat or tempo of the music, or woofer sound.  

Current vibration motors can provide only  simple alarm, but DHA can provide various haptic sense and patterns. 
For examples, 

7. touching the board, to make  a touch  feeling occurs only  at  the  touched point 
     without residual vibration. 
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4. Various Haptic Design Available for Vehicles 
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Motor Type 
Brushless DC Motor 
Built-in sensor and Driving circuit 

Voltage  5V 

Peak Current 440mA Max 

Length 30mm 

Diameter 20mm 

Lead Wires 3 wires ( Power, GND, Signal) 

weight 22 gr. Max 

30 mm 

Φ 20mm 

DHA™ Demo. sample  
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5. DHA™ Preliminary Spec. and Measured Data of Demo. Sample 

• Design and specification can be changed by customer’s requirements 

     ( It can be changed to 12V with more powerful strength for vehicles soon )  

Measurement 

 - Fixed base + actuator : 193 gr. 

 - Measured voltage : 5 VDC Fixed Base 

DHA 

G 
sensor 
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5. DHA™ Preliminary Spec. and Measured Data 
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6. Business Models 

We are very open.  

 

Any kinds of business can be discussed. 

 

1. Actuator supplying with custom design  

 

2.  Co-operation development 

 

3. Investment / funding  

 

4. Licensing 

   

etc., 
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Thank You !!! 
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